Electrical responses from the chicken basilar papilla.
A surgical approach to the basilar papilla of the chicken cochlea has been developed which allows recordings from within the hair cells and supporting cells in vivo. The frequency tuning curves for the AC receptor potentials measured in extracellular space immediately outside hair cells, within the hair cells and in adjacent supporting cells were similar, with best frequencies ranging from 600 Hz to 2000 Hz, and Q10 dB values between 0.6 and 2.5. In cells classified as hair cells there was no evidence of spontaneous oscillations in the membrane potentials, nor of ringing of the membrane potential in response to injected current pulses. Moreover, displacement of the papilla with the microelectrodes could modulate the hair cell membrane potential over the range 0 to -90 mV, suggesting that the current-voltage relationship in these cells was essentially linear. This view was supported by preliminary investigations of cell properties with current injection. We interpret these observations as evidence that the hair cells impaled were not electrically tuned under our experimental conditions, unlike the hair cells of the turtle cochlea. These observations, taken together with the electrode angles used, fluorescent dye-marking and previous measurements of chicken hair cells in vitro [Fuchs, P.A., Nagai, T. and Evans, M.G. (1988) J. Neuro. Sci. 8, 2460-2467], suggest that the hair cells we have impaled were the short hair cells of the papilla, and that the tuning of the AC receptor potentials we have observed was due solely to a tuned mechanical drive to their hair bundles.